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Dog Ear Publishing, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Ten thousand years ago, two teenage lovers set out to save their clan. But
what they didn t expect is to end up in the 21st century. Along with two loyal friends, Ty and Sita
embark on a daring vision quest, searching a deadly prehistoric forest for a tribe to save their cave-
dwelling clan. But when the blood of a beast and Sita s shamanic potions combine to scramble their
psyches, the dark-skinned seekers find themselves thrust from their familiar cave-land world into
the technology-driven modern-day city of Los Angeles. Darren, a young filmmaker shooting a carpet
commercial on a mountaintop, mistakes the Stone Age kids for a rap group and brings them to his
home, where the teens discover the wonders of Star Wars, pizza, sunglasses, and skateboarding. Ty
s courage and Sita s shamanic wisdom eventually force the pompous filmmaker to face his destiny,
and disbelief slowly becomes trust. Still, Ty must find a way to travel back ten millennia with a
miracle that will save his starving clan. But how? Or will Sita s potions hurl them into another,...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Keanu Johns-- Keanu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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